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 3.	It is easy to provide powerful magnetic blowouts for each
switch.
 4.	Flexibility in the arrangement of switch groupings.
 5.	Rapidity  with   which   contacts   may   be   "made"   and
"broken."
 6.	Small amount of space required on car platforms.
 7.	Heavy cables running from the motors to the car platforms
are eliminated.
The disadvantages are:
 1.	High first cost.
 2.	More complicated.
With all types of master control a safety device known as
the "deadman's handle" may be readily provided. In one form
of this device the main controller handle is turned against a
spring which throws the handle to the "off" position in case the
motorman removes his hand. In another form, the pressure
of the motorman's hand on a button in the,top of the main con-
troller handle closes a set of contacts which complete the auxiliary
circuit. This device may be constructed not only to shut off
the power, but also to apply the air brakes automatically if
the motorman's hand is removed from the control handle.
Multiple Unit Control.—There is a demand in elevated,
subway and heavy interurban service for the operation of a
number of cars in a single train from the motorman's cab of the
front car. A marked advance in the design of control equip-
ment was made, therefore, when the multiple unit control system
was developed by Sprague. This system not only embodies the
use of the master controller explained above, but it permits
the contactors upon all cars to be operated simultaneously by
the master controller of a single car, the small auxiliary circuit
wires alone extending between cars through the agency of flexible
cables and plug contacts. The equipments are all interchange-
able so that any car may be made a control car.
Electro-magnetic Control (Sprague General Electric Multiple
Unit Control).—In this type of control the main circuit switching
is performed by electro-magnetic switches. Each switch is held
closed against a heavy spring by means of a powerful solenoid.
De-energization of the solenoid causes the switch to open sud-
denly. The auxiliary circuit is connected through a high resistance
directly to the trolley. This system of control is manufactured
in both the hand operated and the automatic types. Fig. 143
 

